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1

Throughout the past year, C2N has continued its 
trajectory, once again positioning itself as a lea-
ding laboratory in Nanosciences and Nanotech-
nologies, committed to serving science and the 
academic and industrial scientific community. 
 
The highlights presented here are one of its si-
gnatures. Congratulations to all our research 
teams for these remarkable results, which contri-
bute to C2N’s reputation. I would also like to 
associate the engineers and technicians of our 
Nanotechnology Centre and the other three 
platforms with these results, as they are es-
sential players and contributors to this success. 
 
This year, 6 of our researchers and professors have 
been awarded an ERC grant, which contributes 
to strengthening our international dimension. 
 
Numerous successful collaborative projects, 
from fundamental research to industrial break-
throughs, also testify to our dynamism. They il-
lustrate our mission to combine science and inno-

vation in order to respond to the challenges and 
societal issues of tomorrow (health, renewable 
energies, etc.). Our laboratory therefore aims to 
fully develop its role in society. Our aim is to de-
velop our activities in a sustainable manner, by 
combining research and energy saving actions. 
 
Thanks to the commitment of all its teams, I would 
like  to  acknowledge the daily work, skills and dedi-
cation of our support services, and the support of 
our  supervisors (CNRS, Université Paris Saclay, Uni-
versité Paris Cité). C2N’s future looks promising.   
 
I would like to express my gratitude to all those 
who have contributed to this edition of «Highlights 
2022» and I would like to thank in particular the C2N 
communication team for its valuable contribution.

We wish you a pleasant reading.
Giancarlo Faini
Head of C2N
April 2023

The C2N Management Board
from left to right

Arnaud Bournel, Head of the Nanoelectronics department
Pierre-Yves Joubert, Head of the Micro Systems and Nanobiofluidics department

Cynthia Vallerand, Chief Executive Officer
Jean-Christophe Harmand, Head of the Materials department

Giancarlo Faini, Head of the Unit
Laurent Vivien, Head of the Photonics department

@Claudia Bevilacqua
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HIGHLIGHTS 2022 - CENTRE DE NANOSCIENCES ET DE NANOTECHNOLOGIES - C2N

Contact : Noëlle Gogneau 
noelle.gogneau@c2n.upsaclay.fr

Figure : GaN nanowires for an effi  cient electromechanical conversion

The number of “Internet of Things” (IoTs), such as mi-
cro-devices (micro-sensors, small nomad electronic, 
medical implants…) is constantly on a rise both in our 
daily life and in high-tech applications. To deal with the 
critical increase of their associated energy consumption, 
but also to improve their condition of use, especially for 
those evolving in environment without electrical grid in-
frastructure or with restricted one, the question of their 
energetic autonomy is today a key worldwide challenge 
with strong economic and environmental repercussions.
With the recent miniaturization of the electro-
nic devices resulting in the reduction of their en-
ergy consumption to mW and even µW, and thank 
to the micro-nano-fabrication progress, new pers-
pectives appear to develop autonomous power sys-
tems based on the renewable energy harvesting.
Piezoelectric GaN NWs are promising nanostructures for 
fabricating effi  cient piezo-nanogenerators having the 
ability to convert mechanical deformations and vibra-
tions into usable electrical energy. Thanks to their nanos-
cale dimensions, their large surface-to-volume ratio and 
their quasi-lattice perfection, NWs, in comparison with 
their bulk and 2D-fi lm counterparts, are characterized 
by : 1) superior mechanical properties; 2) higher sensiti-
vity to applied force; 3) higher piezoelectric coeffi  cients; 
and 4) the apparition of novel properties, non-existing 

or non-signifi cant at micrometric scales that can lead 
to a strong modulation of their characteristics. Howe-
ver, at the nanoscale, it is challenging to characterize 
these properties and thus fully take advantage of them 
to improve the performances of the NW-based devices.
We use an advanced nano-characterization tool derived 
from AFM, developed by colleagues from the Materials 
Team at GeePs, to quantify the piezo-conversion proper-
ties of NWs axially compressed with a well-controlled 
applied force. This unique technique allows deforming 
axially the NWs and then establishing the direct rela-
tion between their output signal generation and their 
dimensions. It also makes it possible to deform the 
NWs similarly to the ones integrated into the devices.
Then, we have highlighted the relationship between 
the NW deformation and their piezo-conversion pro-
perties. We have also demonstrated that the coupling 
coeffi  cient is not only driven by the mechanical cha-
racteristics of the NWs. Two other parameters, often 
neglected, play a crucial role: 1) the formation of the 
Schottky nano-contact allowing increasing the pie-
zo-generated energy harvesting; and 2) the strong in-
fl uence of the surface charge eff ects, which under given 
conditions, are able to remarkably enhanced the elec-
tromechanical conversion effi  ciency of the GaN NWs.

References

Electromechanical conversion effi  ciency of GaN 
NWs: critical infl uence of the NW stiff ness, the 
Schottky nano-contact and the surface charge ef-
fects
Noelle Gogneau, Pascal Chrétien, Tanbir Sodh, 
Laurent Couraud, Laetitia Leroy, Laurent Travers, 
Jean-Christophe Harmand, François H. Julien,  Maria 
Tchernycheva,  and  Frédéric Houzéb

Nanoscale, 2022, 14, 4965
DOI : 10.1039/d1nr07863a

Electromechanical conversion effi  ciency of GaN NWs: critical infl uence of the 
NW stiff ness, the Schottky nano-contact and the surface charge eff ects

The piezoelectric nanowires (NWs) are considered as promising nanomaterials to develop high-ef-
fi cient piezoelectric generators. Establishing the relationship between their characteristics and 
their piezoelectric conversion properties is now essential to further improve the devices. However, 
due to their nanoscale dimensions, the NWs are characterized by new properties that are challen-
ging to investigate. Here, we use an advanced nano-characterization tool derived from AFM to 
quantify the piezo-conversion properties of NWs axially compressed with a well-controlled ap-
plied force. This unique technique allows to establish the direct relation between the output si-
gnal generation and the NW stiff ness and to quantify the electromechanical coupling coeffi  cient 
of GaN NWs, which can reach up to 43.4%. We highlight that this coeffi  cient is aff ected by the for-
mation of the Schottky nano-contact harvesting the piezo-generated energy, and is extremely 
sensitive to the surface charge eff ects, strongly pronounced in sub-100 nm wide GaN NWs. These 
results constitute a new building block in the improvement of NW-based nanogenerator devices.

Piezoelectricity, Energy conversion, 
Nanowire
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Figure : (a) Defl ection under applied voltage of a BiFeO
3
 cantilever 

Inset : Optical profi lometry 3D image. (b) Extraction of the piezoelectric coeffi  cient

Contact : Sylvia Matzen
sylvia.matzen@c2n.upsaclay.fr

References

High piezoelectricity in epitaxial BiFeO3 microcan-
tilevers

Sylvia Matzen, Stéphane Gable, Nathan Lequet, Said 
Yousfi , Komalika Rani, Thomas Maroutian, Guillaume 
Agnus, Houssny Bouyanfi f, Philippe Lecoeur

Applied Physics Letters 121, 142901 (2022)
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0105404

The large switchable ferroelectric polarization and lead-
free composition of BiFeO

3
 (BFO) make it a promising 

candidate as an active material in numerous applica-
tions, in particular, in micro-electro-mechanical systems 
(MEMS). For device applications with improved perfor-
mance, BFO is preferred in a thin fi lm form, epitaxially 
grown with particular crystalline orientations, showing 
robust ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties. The 
growth of BFO fi lms on Si substrates is particularly im-
portant for the compatibility of the devices with Si—
being the basis of semiconductor technology. Among 
MEMS, cantilevers using transverse piezoelectric res-
ponse (31 modes) are the prototype device structures 
for actuation and sensing. Only a few studies have re-
cently reported the integration of BFO fi lms into can-
tilevers, and they were all focused on polycrystalline 
BFO fi lms patterned into micrometers-thick cantilevers. 
The piezoelectric response of MEMS based on epitaxial 
BFO fi lms has not been reported so far, while epitaxial 
thin fi lms attract considerable attention in device ap-
plications because of their often superior properties 
over polycrystalline thin fi lms. In this context, the inte-
gration of epitaxial BFO into microcantilevers and the 
investigation of their piezoelectric response particu-
larly appear timely and of technological importance.
In this work, 200-nm-thick Mn-doped BiFeO

3
 thin fi lms 

have been epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition 

(PLD) on (001) Si substrates using (001) SrRuO
3
/(001) Sr-

TiO
3
 buff er layers. The fi lms have been patterned into 

microcantilevers as prototype device structures for pie-
zoelectric actuation. The devices demonstrate excellent 
ferroelectric response with a remanent polarization of 
55 µC/cm2. The epitaxial BiFeO

3
 MEMS exhibit very high 

piezoelectric response with transverse piezoelectric 
coeffi  cient d31 reaching 83 pm/V. The BiFeO

3 
cantilevers 

show larger electromechanical performance (the ratio 
of curvature/electric fi eld) than that of state-of-art pie-
zoelectric cantilevers, including well-known PZT (Pb(Zr,-
Ti)O3) and the hyper-active PMN–PT (Pb(Mg

1
/3Nb2/3)

O
3
-PbTiO

3
). In addition, the piezoelectricity in BiFeO

3

MEMS is found to depend on the ferroelectric polariza-
tion direction, with an observed asymmetry of 53% of 
the d31 coeffi  cient with the voltage polarity. This asym-
metric piezoresponse could originate from the fl exoe-
lectric eff ect, which would provide a fi rst measurement 
of the fl exoelectric coeffi  cient µ in BFO (µ= -51 nC.m-1). 
In addition, this fl exoelectric eff ect could be exploited 
to further enhance the electromechanical performance 
of the devices. These results show that by taking ad-
vantage of the low dielectric constant of BiFeO3, a pro-
mising alternative opens up to develop piezoelectric 
MEMS that currently incorporate conventional piezoe-
lectric materials from the lead-based perovskite family.

Researchers from C2N, in collaboration with colleagues from Université de Picardie Jules Verne, have 
reported the fi rst investigation of the piezoelectric response in epitaxial BiFeO

3
 MEMS (micro-elec-

tro-mechanical system). The devices demonstrate larger electromechanical performance than that 
of state-of-the-art piezoelectric cantilevers, including well-known PZT (Pb(Zr,Ti)O

3
) and PMN–PT 

(Pb(Mg
1
/3Nb2/3)O3

-PbTiO
3
). This, combined with the low dielectric constant and lead-free composition, 

could potentially lead to a replacement of lead-based piezoelectrics by BiFeO
3 
in many microdevices.

High piezoelectricity in epitaxial Bi-
FeO

3
 microcantilevers

Piezoelectricity, MEMS, Epitaxy, Oxide fi lms
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Contact : Konstantinos Pantzas
konstantinos.pantzas@c2n.upsaclay.fr

Figure : (a) HAADF-STEM micrograph of a cross-section of OP-GaP showing al-
ternating domains of opposing crystallographic orientation (b) suspended 
air-clad OP-GaP shallow-ridge waveguide (c) effi  ciency curve of second-har-
monic generation in OP-GaP showing a record effi  ciency of 200%/Wcm2

References

Continuous-Wave Second-Harmonic Generation in 
Orientation-Patterned Gallium Phosphide Wave-
guides at Telecom Wavelenghts
Konstantinos Pantzas, Sylvain Combrié, Myriam 
Bailly, Raphaël Mandouze, Francesco Rinaldo Talen-
ti, Abdelmounaim Harouri, Bruno Gérard, Grégoire 
Beaudoin, Luc Le Gratiet, Gilles Patriarche, Alfredo 
De Rossi, Yoan Léger, Isabelle Sagnes, Arnaud Grisard

ACS Photonics (2022)
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1021/acsphoto-
nics.2c00156

Non-linear optics ihave yielded numerous applications in 
converting the wavelenght of laser light while preserving 
it’s other quantum properties. Interest is now growing 
in bring these applictations on photonic-integrated circ-
tuits. Demonstrated compact nonlinear photonic circuits 
requires materials that demonstrate high conversion effi  -
ciencies, as a the length of the nonlinear crystal scales in 
inverse proportion to the square-root of effi  ciency. Achie-
ving high effi  ciencies requires one to develop a meta-ma-
terial that can be tailored to phase-match the frequen-
cies of the waves involved in the nonlinear interaction.
A team at C2N lead by Konstantinos Pantzas recently 

developed one such material : Orientation-Patterned 
Gallium Phosphide (OP-GaP). Using a combination of me-
tal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE), wafer bonding 
and e-beam lithography, the team created a meta-mate-
rial consisting of domains of alternating 001 and 00-1 crys-
tallographic orientations. Using this combination of tech-
niques the dimensions of OP-GaP are well-defi ned to the 
level of individual atomic layers. Using this new OP-GaP 
platform, the team demonstrated conversion of telecom 
light to visible light, with a record effi  ciency of 200%/Wcm2

Researchers at C2N and Thalès R&T develop a new material for integrated non-linear optics

Orientation-patterned Gallium Phos-
phide: a new material platform for 
integrated nonlinear photonics

Photonic integrated circuits, Metamaterial, 
Non-linear optics
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Contacts :
Frank Glas : frank.glas@c2n.upsaclay.fr
Federico Panciera : federico.panciera@c2n.upsaclay.fr

Figure : Left : Measured variation of the fraction q of ML grown (for 5 successive 
MLs), showing fast partial ML formation at nucleation (1), ML propagation (2) and 
waiting time (3). Note the random fl uctuation of the waiting time between MLs. 
Right: Histograms of the waiting times w, propagation times p and ML cycle time tc = 
w+p, measured (full bars) and calculated (striped bars) at low growth temperature.

References

Statistics of nucleation and growth of single 
monolayers in nanowires : Towards a deterministic 
regime
F. Glas, F. Panciera, and J.-C. Harmand

Phys. Status Solidi Rapid Res. Lett. 16, 2100647 
(2022)
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1002/pssr.202100647

The vapor-solid-liquid growth of a semiconductor 
nanowire proceeds via the sequential nucleation and 
extension of biatomic monolayers (MLs) at the interface 
between the nanowire stem and an apical liquid catalyst 
nanodroplet. Controlling the length of a nanowire section 
to within 1 ML is crucial for quantum axial heterostruc-
tures, be they based on alternating diff erent materials or 
diff erent crystal structures of the same material. Howe-
ver, the intrinsic randomness of the nucleation process in-
duces growth rate fl uctuations which make such control 
very tricky. In principle, one may use an in situ instrument 
which, by combining growth and transmission electron 
microscopy, provides an instant feedback that allows one 
to adjust the vapor fl uxes. Nevertheless, fi nding growth 
conditions that inherently minimize length fl uctuations 
would open the way for tailoring such structures blindly in 
a standard growth setup devoid of real time monitoring.
By combining in situ experiments on the NanoMAX plat-
form and growth modelling, researchers at C2N have 
progressed signifi cantly in this direction. During the 
growth of nanowires of III-V materials, the quantity of 
group V element in the nanodroplet at nucleation may 

be so low that only a fractional ML can form quasi-ins-
tantaneously. Further propagation of the ML is fed by 
the steady vapor input at a slower pace. After ML com-
pletion, a random waiting time elapses before next 
nucleation (Figure, left). At relatively low growth tem-
perature, desorption is negligible; the group V amount 
available in the droplet at nucleation then scales with 
the preceding waiting time. Hence, a short waiting 
time requires a long propagation time, and vice versa.
Growth simulations backed by effi  cient analytical calcu-
lations show that, for certain nanowire dimensions and 
growth conditions, such complementarity should be 
quasi-perfect. Computed distributions of the waiting, 
propagation and ML cycle times have been compared 
with accurate NanoMAX data. The experiments indeed 
provide evidence of self-regulation, in that the distribu-
tion of the ML cycle times is narrower than expected for 
non-correlated waiting and propagation times, albeit not 
as narrow as expected theoretically (Figure, right).  This 
is in large part due to the limited time resolution of our 
experiments. Other possible experimental and intrin-
sic sources of fl uctuations are currently investigated. 

Quasi-deterministic nanowire growth

Nanowire, Vapor-Liquid-Solid growth, 
Nucleation statistics
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Contact : Anne-Marie Haghiri
anne-marie.haghiri@c2n.upsaclay.fr

Figure  :  (a) Side view SEM images of two-layered microfl uidic IP-Q 3D master mold with 
the 500 μm-high central chamber and the 100 μm-high lateral channels, and magnifi -
cation on the pillar structure; (b) representative images of PANC1:CAF08 heterotypic 
spheroids cultured in the device over a period of 8 days. Day 0 indicates the day of spheroid 
transfer via the punched hole (diameter: 1 mm; black border inner ring in the images).

References

Fabrication of high aspect ratio microfl uidic 
devices for long term in vitro culture of 3D tumor 
models 
Martina Ugrinic, Dominique Decanini,, Nad`ege 
Bidan, Gianpiero Lazzari, Abdelmounaim Harouri, 
Gilgueng Hwang, Anne-Marie Haghiri-Gosnet, Simo-
na Mura

Microelectronic Engineering 267–268 (2023) 
111898
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mee.2022.111898

High aspect ratio microfl uidic devices 
for long term in vitro culture of 3D tu-
mor models

Various tumor-on-a-chip models have been developed so 
far but the architecture, composition and dialogue between 
cells still need to be more closely reproduced to obtain 
valuable answers to questions related to the spatio-tem-
poral evolution of the tumor-microenvironment pair.
We have proposed a fabrication process to produce 3D fl ui-
dic devices with adapted aspect ratio for long term culture 
of tumor spheroids. 2PP lithography using the Nanoscribe 
system was applied for the fabrication of a master mold 
with diff erent heights, for the fl uidic adjacent channels 
and for the spheroid chamber, up to 500 µm. To ensure 
large-scale manufacture of series of fl uidic devices at low 
cost, a very simple replication process in epoxy resist was 
also proposed to produce mold replica on large surface.
Then, heterotypic pancreatic cancer tumor spheroids, 
used as a model of a tumor with a strong fi brotic reac-
tion, have been loaded and cultured in the device. If 
the height of the central chamber is too small and li-

mited to 100 µm, the spheroid appears fl attened and 
can only grow horizontally due to the restricted space 
available. Raising the height of the chamber to 500 
µm promotes more gradual cell growth and migra-
tion, thanks to the availability of space for spheroid 
evolution. Thus, by adjusting the aspect ratio, we have 
designed and investigated diff erent devices. And, 
we have provided a proof of concept of the opportu-
nity for their application for tumor spheroids culture.
They might fi nd potential application as a tool to gain 
in-depth knowledge of how the microenvironment 
(e.g., biochemical and biomechanical cues) governs 
tumor function (e.g., growth and migratory capacity) 
but also how cells aff ect their 3D environment (e.g., 
matrix degradation, creation of metabolic gradients).

Microfl uidics devices, 3D tumor on chips, 
Microfabrication of high aspect ratio devices
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Contact : Johan Moulin
johan.moulin@c2n.psaclay.fr

Figure : Oxygen and hydrogen profi les in Y-Zr-Al fi lm before and after annealing at 
300 °C and 400 °C

References

Hydrogen sorption in yttrium-based getter thin 
fi lms
Charlotte Kutyla, Clément Bessouet, Sylvain Le-
mettre, Laetitia Leroy, Alain Bosseboeuf, Philippe 
Coste, Thierry Sauvage, Olivier Wendling, Aurélien 
Bellamy, Piyush Jagtap, Stéphanie Escoubas, Chris-
tophe Guichet, Olivier Thomas, Johan Moulin

Vacuum
Volume 207, January 2023, 111655
DOI : doi.org/10.1016/j.vacuum.2022.111655

Hydrogen sorption in yttrium-based 
getter thin fi lms

We investigated the sorption of hydrogen by yt-
trium-based getters for their application to vacuum 
wafer-level packaging of microelectromechanical sys-
tems. Thin alloy fi lms were co-evaporated under ul-
tra-high vacuum on silicon wafers. Getters were acti-
vated by annealing during one hour under inert argon 
atmosphere with traces of oxidizing species, at tempera-
tures ranging from 200 °C to 400 °C. Three complemen-
tary techniques of ion beam analysis were performed on 
the samples: Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 
(RBS), Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) and Elastic Re-
coil Detection Analysis (ERDA), to quantify metal, oxy-
gen and hydrogen contents, and their in-depth distri-
butions. The results show that oxidation occurs during 
annealing and prevents or not hydrogen sorption de-
pending on the fi lm composition. Due to its fast diff u-

sion, hydrogen tends to accumulate near the fi lm/subs-
trate interface and starts to diff use into the substrate 
as well. The diff erent compositions of getter fi lms are 
compared in terms of oxygen and hydrogen absorptions.

Some kinds of MEMS need vacuum to operate. This va-
cuum is commonly achieved by depositing a getter fi lm 
inside the vacuum package of the MEMS. This fi lm is a 
metallic reactive fi lm that sorbs gases when it is has 
been annealed, like H2, N2, O2... The ANR project «Get-
Yt» (19-CE08-0011) led by C2N with CEMHTI and IM2NP 
laboratories studied new yttrium-based getter fi lms. 
The investigation reported in this article shows that 
some getter fi lms based on yttrium can sorb H2 and O2 
gases at the same time, if specifi c conditions are met 
such as getter composition and annealing temperature.

Wafer level vacuum packaging of MEMS, 
Yttrium based getter thin fi lms
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Contact : Elie Lefeuvre
elie.lefeuvre@c2n.upsaclay.fr

Creation of the FESTIN Joint Labora-
tory between C2N and MISTIC

The C2N, Microcapteurs pour le Biomédical team1 and MISTIC2 (MIcro Structuration of Titanium for Innovative 
Components) have created a joint laboratory (LabCom) called FESTIN (Filière Emergente de Systèmes en Titane 
pour Implants Novateurs) with the support of the French National Research Agency (ANR) to develop innova-
tive titanium-based packaging, thus paving the way for new generations of implantable medical devices (IMDs)

This project is part of the development of a break-
through technology for the AIMD market. It aims to de-
velop and perpetuate the emerging world leadership in 
the Ile de France region in the innovative and ambitious 
field of solid titanium-based microsystems (MEMS). This 
technological field was born from unresolved and limi-
ting constraints in the design and development of active 
implantable medical devices (pacemakers, neurostimula-
tors, implantable pumps or cochlear and retinal implants) 
with a biocompatible and waterproof but non-functional 
titanium shell. This joint laboratory is therefore intended 
to manufacture titanium-based MEMS, transferred onto 
this shell, thus providing intelligence and eliminating va-
rious layers of connectivity and packaging. This opens 
the way to new generations of less invasive implants. 
To this end, the partners will work on the transposition 
of MEMS technologies on silicon substrates to titanium 
substrates in order to elaborate and develop a complete 
technological toolbox comparable to the state of the art 
in silicon MEMS. In order to bring to full maturity, in a 
projection of 1 to 4 years, concepts already studied by 
the two partners (monolithic implantable feedthroughs, 
implantable pressure sensor), the two partners will put 
in place means of testing (specific fatigue benches, acce-
lerated study of the ageing of the structures), characteri-
sation (morphology and surface analysis), in particular in 
terms of reliability and very long term biocompatibility 
These devices will address 3 major issues on which C2N 
and MISTIC members have been collaborating since 2016 :  

- An intensification of embedded Intelligence (te-
lecommunication and remote monitoring, in-
creased multiplicity of implanted physiological 
sensors and interaction / inter-functionalization) 
- Responding to the need for a very high miniaturisation of 
AIMDs to reduce discomfort and risks for patients, address 
new therapies, and promote gender equality in care 
- Manufacturability and cost pressure, especially 
for access to regions such as Asia or Africa that do 
not benefit from adequate reimbursement systems
A new scientific and technological approach is being 
developed to functionalise the purely passive tita-
nium packaging of AIMDs in order to integrate ex-
ternal components and other sensors in the future. 
As typical thicknesses are in the order of 0.2 to 0.4 
mm and dimensional constraints are strong, this intel-
ligent titanium packaging approach is based on a new 
technological vision: transposing silicon MEMS micro-
fabrication technologies onto solid titanium, which 
constitutes the new starting substrate (wafer), and 
thus producing miniaturised electromechanical com-
ponents based on titanium This titanium MEMS tech-
nology is not yet available or industrialised elsewhere.
 
The Joint Laboratory will benefit from access 
to our Central Technology Facility, a decisive as-
set for the development of the new target sector. 

1Elie Lefeuvre, Fabien Parrain
2Bertrand Boutaud, Gwenaël Becan

Solid Titanium based MEMS, 
Active implementable medical device
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References

Towards non-contact characterization of organic tissue changes 
by multi-frequency RF sensors
A. Pasquier.
Ph.D Thesis, Université Paris Saclay, Defended January 26th, 2023
https://www.theses.fr/261169211

Device of multifrequency electromagnetic resonators induc-
tively coupled together forming a resonator network or a me-
ta-material, and method of implementation
A. Pasquier, Y. Le Diraison, S. Serfaty, P-Y. Joubert
Patent Application PCT/EP2022/082443 (18/11/2022)

Device and method for electromagnetic characterization of a 
medium by resonator, without contact, object and associated 
resonator

A. Pasquier, Y. Le Diraison, S. Serfaty, P-Y. Joubert,
Patent Application PCT/EP2022/082438 FR2200687 
(18/11/2022)

Non-contact inductive radiofrequency monitoring of a beef mus-
cle tissue decomposition
A. Pasquier, Y. Le Diraison, S. Serfaty, P-Y. Joubert,
2022 IEEE International Symposium on Medical Measurements 
and Applications (MeMeA), Messina, Italy, 2022, pp. 1-6.
doi : 10.1109/MeMeA54994.2022.9856543

Non-contact fruit ripening monitoring using a radiofrequency
passive resonator
S. Castanet, A. Pasquier, H. Boukharouba, T.H.N. Dinh, S. Serfaty,
P.-Y. Joubert
Sensors and Actuators A Physical, Volume 347, 2022, 113902.
doi : doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2022.113902
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The non-invasive characterization of organic matter is a 
major issue in many fi elds of activity, such as agricultu-
re, food industry and health. The complex permittivity 
being a relevant indicator of the physiological state of 
organic matter, especially in the 10s to 100s of MHz, we 
have developed a non-contact RF multi-frequency reso-
nant sensor, able to monitor the dielectric properties 
of the targeted organic media in non-invasive way. This 
wireless multifrequency resonator (WMFR) sensor ba-
sically consists in a set of high sensitivity circular trans-
mission-line LC resonators, arranged in a staggered and 
monolithic confi guration, and deposited on the same low 
loss substrate. Controlled by the means of a distant and 
monitoring RF probe by inductive coupling, the WMFR 
sensor operates as a multi-resonant transmit and receive 
antenna, able to distantly monitor the dielectric changes 
occurring in the targeted organic material, with both va-
rious investigation frequencies and various penetration 
depths within the matter.  In the framework of the LaSIPS 
project (ANR-10-LABX-0040-LaSIPS) managed by the 
French National Research Agency, and in the context of 
the Ph.D Works of Alexiane Pasquier (Defended January 
26th, 2022) we have proposed a proof of concept of the 
WMFR sensor with our colleagues from SATIE – CYU (Cer-
gy Paris University). A 8-Frequency WMFR demonstrator 

of 9 cm outer diameter, featuring 8 concentric single-turn 
LC-resonators was developed to operate in the 22 MHz to 
340 MHz bandwidth. It was fabricated on a fl exible subs-
trate (Kapton) and an electrical equivalent modeling was 
proposed. The ability of the sensor to distantly monitor 
the complex permittivity of biomimetic solutions have 
been successfully demonstrated within the 0 to 5 S/m 
conductivity range and the 20 to 80 permittivity range, 
together with the ability of detecting local dielectric 
contrasts within a uniform dielectric media, mimicking a 
tissue anomaly such as a tumor or lesion in a tissue. Moni-
toring of fruit ripening over a 14-day period and monito-
ring of muscle tissue alteration over 6 days were also per-
formed, validating the ability of WMFR to detect changes 
in actual organic matter in a non-contact, non-invasive 
manner with prospects for low cost and online imple-
mentations. A patent application was fi led by Université 
Paris Saclay for the WMFR principle in November 2021, 
and another patent application was fi led for the imple-
mentation of WMFR arrays in January 2022. Prospective 
applications in the fi eld of agri-food industry is the smart 
packaging of foods, and health-related prospects are the 
development of non-invasive device such as breast can-
cer or skin-wound healing wearable monitoring devices.          

A multi-frequency passive resonator 
for the non-contact and non-invasive 
monitoring of organic materials

Passive electromagnetic RF sensors, Non-contact 
organic tissue characterization, Wearable sensors
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Figure : 1. a) Schematic of the structure of the ionic-liquid gate device and 
pMOKE signal under an out-of-plane magnetic field (μ0Hz) of the b) as-grown, 
and c) annealed S2 sample under different gate voltages and gating times

Contact : Liza Herrera - Diaz
liza.herrera-diez@c2n.upsaclay.fr

The magneto-ionic modulation of the Dzyaloshinskii–
Moriya interaction (DMI) and the perpendicular magne-
tic anisotropy (PMA), in W/CoFeB/HfO2 stacks annealed 
at different temperatures and for varying annealing 
times, are presented in this work. A large modulation 
of PMA and DMI is observed in the systems annealed at 
390 and 350 °C, whereas no response to voltage is ob-
served in the as-grown samples. A strong DMI is only 
observed in the samples annealed at 390 °C for 1 h, 
while PMA is present for all annealing times at tempe-
ratures of 390 and 350 °C. Magnetic properties inclu-
ding domain wall velocity improve drastically with in-
creasing the annealing temperature and time, while the 

magneto-ionic reversibility is increasingly compromised.
The changes in PMA and DMI induced by the gate vol-
tages in the samples annealed at 390 °C are perma-
nent, while partial reversibility is only observed for 
the samples annealed at 350 °C for short times. This 
dependence of reversibility on post-grown annealing 
has been associated to the influence of crystallization 
on ion mobility. These results show that a compromise 
between the enhancement of the magnetic properties 
and the magneto-ionic performance could be needed in 
systems requiring annealing to develop PMA and DMI.

Magneto-Ionics in Annealed W/CoFeB/
HfO2 Thin Films
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Figure : Photo of the Bayesian machine (size 2mmx2mm). The 
sixteen blocks of memristors (appearing as black squares) are 
surrounded by transistor-based circuits performing the artifi -
cial intelligence calculations as close to the memory as possible
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A Memristor-Based Bayesian Machine
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Artifi cial intelligence is making major progress to-
day, but it faces a challenge: its considerable energy 
consumption, which limits its applications and raises 
environmental issues. It is now well understood that 
this consumption comes from the separation, in com-
puters, between calculation and memory functions. 
As artifi cial intelligence uses a lot of data, it requires 
a lot of computer memory, which is costly to access in 
terms of energy. Our brains are much more energy ef-
fi cient because the memory functions are integrated 
as close as possible to the computation functions.
Memristors are a new memory technology that uses nano-
devices and is integrated at the core of the computation, 
thus reproducing the brain’s energy effi  ciency strategy. 
A team involving three CNRS laboratories (Centre de 
Nanosciences et de Nanotechnologies, Institut Maté-
riaux Microélectronique Nanosciences de Provence, 
Institut des systemes intelligents et robotique), CEA 
LETI, and the startup Hawai.tech has built a «Bayesian 
machine», a small artifi cial intelligence with memris-
tors. The prototype, presented in the Nature Electronics 

journal, comprises 2048 hafnium oxide memristors and 
30,080 silicon transistors (MOSFETs). The machine can re-
cognize a human gesture using thousands of times less en-
ergy than a traditional solution based on a microcontroller.
The Bayesian machine implements a Bayesian inference 
model, a type of artifi cial intelligence complementary to 
deep learning, today’s most widely used AI technique. 
Bayesian inference excels in situations where little in-
formation is available; the Bayesian machine would be 
particularly well suited for the realization of embedded 
devices for patient monitoring, or in smart sensors for 
monitoring the aging of buildings or industrial facilities.
The next challenge for memristor-based artifi cial intelli-
gence is learning, i.e., adapting to new data. It could then, 
for example, adapt to the evolution of a patient’s illness. 
This challenge will be taken up as part of the PEPR elec-
tronic acceleration program, which aims to generate in-
novations to accelerate growth and relocate production 
processes in France or Europe using new technological 
solutions. This project involves the CNRS and the CEA and 
has just been fi nanced to the tune of 86 million euros.

A Memristor-Based Bayesian Machine

Artifi cial intelligence, Neuromorphic design, Integrated circuit

Artifi cial intelligence, Neuromorphic design, 
Integrated circuit
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Figure : A Neural Ordinary Diff erential equation (a) is a specifi c type of artifi cial in-
telligence that can learn to model physical systems. For example, we trained a Neu-
ral Ordinary Diff erential equation to model an artifi cial nanoneuron (b). This trained 
equation can then predict of experiments on the nanoneuron with high precision (c). 
Figure : SEM Picture of the waveguide integrated modulator opera Figure : SEM Pic-
ture of the waveguide integrated modulator operating in the mid-IR spectral range
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When designing new electronics technologies, it is essen-
tial to be able to predict the results of experiments to 
optimize the technology and design systems that make 
use of it. For this purpose, a mathematical model of the 
technology is needed. Electronic devices are usually 
modeled by ordinary diff erential equations, which can 
be found by analyzing and understanding the under-
lying physics of the technology. However, this process 
can be diffi  cult, and especially with the complex de-
vices emerging from nanotechnology, is far from always 
being successful. In this work, we used a novel artifi cial 
intelligence technique, Neural Ordinary Diff erential 
Equations, to automatically create models of nanoelec-
tronic devices. Based on a limited number of measure-
ments, this technique can fi nd an ordinary diff erential 
equation able to model the device in all situations wit-
hout needing any physical insight. For example, we used 

this technique to model a spintronic nanoneuron, with 
highly complex behaviors that resist modeling. The re-
sulting ordinary diff erential equation correctly predic-
ted weeks of experimental measurements in only mi-
nutes of simulation. This work, which is generalizable 
to multiple physical systems, off ers a new way to mo-
del and develop new technologies by benefi tting from 
the recent progress of machine learning techniques.

This work involved multiple expertises and is a collabo-
ration between researchers at Centre de Nanosciences 
et de Nanotechnologies, Unité Mixte de Physique 
CNRS/Thales, the Albert Fert Beijing Institute at Bei-
hang University, and Université catholique de Louvain.

Predicting the results of nanoelectro-
nic experiments with Neural Ordinary 
Diff erential Equations
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Mid-infrared Integrated Electro-optic Modulator 
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Spectroscopy sensing in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) range 
(2−20 μm wavelength) is an unambiguous way to detect 
and quantify small traces of environmental and toxic va-
pors. However, current mid-IR devices are often based 
on a free-space confi guration, thus becoming bulky and 
expensive. Therefore, the on-chip integration of spec-
troscopic systems would have a major impact in the de-
velopment of effi  cient, portable and widespread sensing 
detectors. In particular, the wavelengths between 5 and 
12 μm are of high interest, as many important molecules 
for pollution monitoring or healthcare (e.g., ozone or alk-
anes) have strong absorption lines in this spectral band.
In this context, the development of integrated electro-op-

tic modulators (EOM) operating in this wavelength range 
would be essential for sensitivity enhancement via syn-
chronous detection and they are expected to have a major 
impact in compact and widespread sensing applications.
Researchers from C2N in collaboration with Politecnico 
Di Milano have experimentally demonstrate a broadband 
integrated electro-optic modulator, based on a graded-in-
dex SiGe photonics platform and free-carrier plasma dis-
persion eff ect. Optical  modulation is reported from 6.4 
to 10.7 μm wavelength, with a modulation frequency up 
to 225 MHz. These results pave the way for the develop-
ment of multimolecule on-chip spectroscopic systems, 
operating at the longest mid-infrared wavelengths.

Integrated electro-optical modulator 
in the mid-IR spectral range

Figure : SEM view of an integrated electro-optical modulator operating in 
the mid-infrared.

Integrated optics, mid-IR, Optical 
modulator, Silicon photonics
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Figure 1 : 1. Top panel : Optical image of 300-mm SOI wafer. Bottom pa-
nel : Scanning electron microscope image of the fabricated Metamate-
rial-Engineered Silicon Beam Splitter. Minimum feature size is 75 nm.

Subwavelength grating (SWG) metamaterials consist of 
periodic arrangements of dielectric structures with a 
period substantially smaller than the wavelength of the 
propagating light. Within this regime, the grating eff ec-
tively acts as a homogeneous material whose optical pro-
perties (e.g., eff ective index, dispersion, and anisotropy) 
are determined by the ensemble of the constituent ma-
terials and can be varied by properly designing the geo-
metry of the grating unit cells. This type of metamate-
rials have been successfully implemented in particular in 
silicon photonic waveguides, allowing an unprecedented 
control over the fi eld distribution and propagation pro-
perties of the guided modes, largely increasing design 
fl exibility compared to conventional waveguides most of 
the successful demonstrations have so far relied on elec-
tron-beam lithography that off ers higher resolution at 
the expense of a largely reduced throughput which limits 
its applicability to research or small volume productions.

Here, we exploit a fabrication technology based on 
300-mm SOI wafers and immersion DUV lithography to 
experimentally demonstrate a broadband integrated 
beam splitter based on an SWG-engineered multi-mode 
interference (MMI) coupler. The device has a silicon 
thickness of 300 nm and nominal minimum feature size 
of 75 nm, well below the resolution capabilities of dry 
DUV lithography. We believe that the use of lithogra-
phic techniques routinely available in complementary 
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes will be 
of fundamental importance to bring the potentialities 
of refractive index engineering toward commercial ex-
ploitation. This will enable the fabrication of high-per-
formance devices for fi ber-to-chip coupling, power 
splitting, polarization management, and spectral fi l-
tering, with promising applications, for example, in 
coherent communications, sensing, and spectroscopy.

Subwavelength grating (SWG) metamaterials have garnered a great interest for their singular ca-
pability to shape the material properties and the propagation of light, allowing the realization of 
devices with unprecedented performance. However, practical SWG implementations are limited 
by fabrication constraints, such as minimum feature size, that restrict the available design space 
or compromise compatibility with high-volume fabrication technologies. Indeed, most successful 
SWG realizations so far relied on electron-beam lithographic techniques, compromising the scala-
bility of the approach. Here, we report the experimental demonstration of an SWG metamaterial 
engineered beam splitter fabricated with deep-ultraviolet immersion lithography in a 300-mm si-
licon-on-insulator technology. The metamaterial beam splitter exhibits high performance over a 
measured bandwidth exceeding 186 nm centered at 1550 nm. These results open a new route for 
the development of scalable silicon photonic circuits exploiting fl exible metamaterial engineering.

Metamaterial-Engineered Silicon Beam 
Splitter Fabricated with Deep UV Immer-
sion Lithography
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Caption : (a) Scanning electron microscopy image showing a chain of semiconductor 
cavities. The distance between the cavities is modulated, which gives rise to two 
diff erent values of the coupling J and J’ between adjacent cavities (represented 
schematically by double white arrows). This modulation of the coupling provides 
the lattice with topological properties.  Two cavities of the lattice are excited by 
two lasers of amplitude F, angular frequency w and presenting a phase diff erence 
Dj . b) For Dj =1.13p the researchers have demonstrated a new family of solitons, 
which measured intensity profi le is shown at the top of the fi gure. The intensity 
is very strong on one single site, thus leading to the spectral detuning of this site 
with respect to the rest of the chain. The chain is thus eff ectively broken, and an 
edge state appears in the excitation spectrum, as shown at the bottom of the fi gure.

Optical solitons are highly localized nonlinear states of 
light, which are named by analogy with solitary waves 
encountered in hydrodynamics. C2N researchers, with 
two teams one from the Phlam laboratory in Lille and 
the other from Institut Pascal in Clermont-Ferrand, have 
discovered a new family of optical solitons, stabilized 
by a continuous laser drive of the system, that enable 
modifying the topology of a one-dimensional topologi-
cal array of semiconductor nonlinear microcavities. Re-
markably, these solitons make possible the generation 
of an optical interface (an edge) in the bulk of the lattice.

Topology is a branch of mathematics that classifi es ob-
jects independently of their local symmetries (the de-
tail of their shape), by using global properties charac-
terized by integers called topological invariants. These 
concepts have proven extraordinary in explaining the 
deep nature of certain physical phenomena such as the 
quantum Hall eff ect of a two-dimensional gas of elec-
trons, in which electrical conduction occurs through 
edge channels localized at the interface between the 
material and vacuum. Fabricating synthetic physical sys-
tems allow extending the fi eld of topological physics, 
and tackling one of the major challenges of the fi eld: the 
infl uence of interactions on these topological phases. 
Nowadays, the fi eld of photonics makes it possible to 
combine topology and non-linear optics. This is what C2N 
researchers have just achieved in collaboration with a 

team from the Institut Pascal in Clermont-Ferrand. They 
studied the non-linear response of a one-dimensional 
chain of optical resonators under continuous laser drive 
(see fi gure a). These chains consist of semiconductor 
cavities containing an active material (a quantum well) 
and operating in the strong exciton-photon coupling 
regime, thus leading to a giant optical non-linearity.
By imposing a phase frustration via the quasi-resonant 
continuous laser excitation, the researchers were able 
to stabilize a new family of dissipative solitons, which 
have no equivalent in conservative systems. These so-
litons inherit the symmetry properties of the lattice, 
which make them robust against certain types of de-
fects. Remarkably, these new solitons show a pecu-
liar spatial distribution, which optically «breaks» the 
chain, eff ectively removing one of the sites from the 
array (see fi gure b). This is a striking demonstration 
that interactions can be tailored to generate a new 
edge in the bulk of the lattice, and therefore to induce 
a new topological edge state at a completely unexpec-
ted location from the point of view of linear physics.
These results open up a new fi eld of research ai-
med at manipulating the topology of an open sys-
tem via the optical drive, a promising technique 
for the future study of the nonlinear properties of 
two-dimensional photonic topological insulators.

Optical solitons create a topological edge 
in the bulk of a 1D chain of optical cavities
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Figure : Second order intensity correlation measurement evidencing the emission of 
two photons at diff erent times.

Entanglement is a key resource for quantum techno-
logies and most especially for those based on light, 
where photon entanglement is an essential ingredient 
of many applications ranging from quantum commu-
nications to quantum computing. The generation of 
photon entanglement is often cumbersome, requiring 
complex and carefully designed experimental schemes.
Here the researchers proposed and demonstrated a new 
and utterly simple way to generate entangled light. It ex-
ploits the light-matter entanglement occurring when an 
atom emits a photon. In the proposed scheme, the atom 
is excited with two consecutive laser pulses: the fi rst la-
ser pulse sets the atom on its excited state, preparing 
the atom to emit a photon via the spontaneous emission. 
Half-way through this emission process, the atom-pho-
ton system is in an entangled state with the atom ex-
cited and no photon emitted, or in the atom back to its 

ground state and a photon emitted. At this moment, a 
second laser pulse reverts the atom state, i.e., from the 
excited to the ground state and vice versa. At the end of 
the spontaneous emission process, both two photons 
and no photons have been emitted– and the generated 
light shows entanglement in the photon number basis.
These experiments are done with an artifi cial atom 
– a semiconductor quantum dot – inserted in an op-
tical cavity, a device that has been shown to be one of 
the brightest single-photon source. This work beauti-
fully illustrates how fundamental research, boosted 
by state-of-the-art technology, can lead to new dis-
coveries in physics situation that one thought fully 
understood and exploited. Moreover, it opens many 
perspectives to generate more complex and scalable 
photon entanglement still with a very simple scheme.

An international team, gathering scientists from the Centre for Nanoscience and Nano-
technology, the Institut Néel and the University of Calgary, has discovered a new way 
to generate entangled states of light. This work is published today in Nature Photonics.

International team of scientists fi nds 
new and simpler way to generate 
“quantum light”
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Symmetries play a fundamental role in physics, and 
often give a handle to predict many observed phe-
nomena. However, some systems can break their 
symmetry spontaneously,. The hexagonal shapes of 
salt deserts, the curious geometries of snowfl akes, 
the convection of air masses in the form of rolls in 
the atmosphere, phase transitions in ferromagne-
tism… These are some examples of what in phy-
sics is called spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB).
One of the model systems undergoing SSB in atomic 
and condensed matter physics is the double well po-
tential containing interacting bosons, known as the 
“Bose-Hubbard (BH) dimer”. The system has mirror 
symmetry; yet, the steady state of the bosons, may not 
respect this symmetry, and may get confi ned in one of 
the wells (a single side of the “mirror”). For SSB to oc-
cur, the interaction energy U between particles must 
exceed the “tunneling” energy J which allows the par-
ticles to jump between the wells. BH lattices are wi-
dely investigated in atomic physics because they en-
able quantum phase transitions in large-scale systems.

Integrated nanophotonics is an outstanding alternative 
platform for the implementation of SSB. The particles in 
question are photons, the wells are “optical cavities”, and U 
is provided by light-matter interactions (optical nonlinea-
rity). The challenge is to realize strong U, in order to reach 
SSB thresholds with ultralow light intensities. And for 
this, the engineering of coupled optical nanocavities with 
III-V semiconductor quantum wells plays a key role, ena-
bling tailoring not only the strength of J, but also its sign! 
The C2N team, in collaboration with researchers in New 
Zealand and the Netherlands, demonstrated SSB in a 
nanophotonic BH dimer, formed by two photonic crys-
tal-coupled nanocavities; unlike a previous demonstra-
tion by the C2N team in a laser oscillating regime [2], here 
the optical excitation is coherent (resonant), and the non-
linearity involved is of Kerr-type. They show that, because 
of the blue-shift nonlinearity of the quantum wells, the ob-
servation of a “pure pitchfork” bifurcation characteristic 
of SSB is only guaranteed if J<0! Such photonic meta-ma-
terials enable artifi cial situations that can hardly be en-
gineered in the atomic or superconducting counterparts. 

Symmetry governs nature… but not always the 
way we expect! Although systems tend to respect 
their initial symmetries in general, sometimes 
they may refuse. We then refer to “spontaneous 
symmetry breaking”, as it is the case in mecha-
nics, hydrodynamics, or even in particle physics. 
A team from C2N, together with collaborators from 
the Netherlands and New Zealand, demonstrated 
for the fi rst time, spontaneous breaking of mirror 
symmetry in coherently driven optical coupled 

cavities.[1]  To achieve this goal, two evanescent-
ly coupled photonic crystal nanocavities in thin 
Indium-Phosphide membranes with embedded 
quantum wells have been realized in the C2N 
clean-room. Remarkably, such a system operating 
in the weak coupling regime and at room tempe-
rature is shown to be accurately described by the 
celebrated Bose-Hubbard model, accounting for 
boson hoping and interaction in optical lattices.  

A perfectly symmetric system that ends up 
in a non-symmetric state: coupled optical 
nanocavities under coherent excitation
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Two identical coupled optical cavities. (grey areas with missing holes and en-
closed by red holes) are symmetrically illuminated by a laser beam. Above a 
critical intensity, a tiny perturbation can spontaneously break the symmetry 
of the system; the column of green holes is the symmetry axis. Once the sym-
metry is spontaneously broken, one cavity becomes brighter than the other.
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mann,  M. El Kurdi

Optics Express Vol. 30, Issue 3, pp. 3954-3961 
(2022)
DOI : doi.org/10.1364/OE.449895

Figure : On the left hand is shown the SEM image of a GeSn microresonator based on 
GeSnOI platform recently developed at C2N. The emission from such cavities, here with 
5 µm diameter shows laser eff ect up to 300 K with threshold of 500 kW/cm2 under puled 
optical pumping. The right fi gure show detailed analysis of laser characteristics at 298 K.

A C2N team, in collaboration with CEA Grenoble (LETI and IRIG) and STMicroelectro-
nics, presents the fi rst room temperature laser with GeSn, a group IV semiconduc-
tor compatible with silicon fabrication. This major result is published in Optics Express.

Room temperature GeSn laser

[1] B. Wang et. al. GeSnOI mid-infrared laser technology. Light Sci 
Appl 10, 232 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41377-021-00675-7
[2] A. Bjelajac et. al. Up to 300 K lasing with GeSn-On-In-
sulator microdisk resonators. Opt. Express 30,

GeSn alloys are the most promising direct band gap se-
miconductors to demonstrate full CMOS-compatible 
laser integration with a manufacturing from Group-IV 
materials. An important milestone towards real-fi eld ap-
plications is the ability to operate at room temperature 
(RT). So far, the highest temperatures achieved for laser 
operation with GeSn were 273 K at prohibitive power 
threshold densities of several MW/cm2. Here, we show 
for the fi rst time that room temperature and above, up 
to 300 K, lasing can be obtained with GeSn. In addition 
the threshold densities are reduced to few hundreds 
of kW/cm2. This is achieved in microdisk resonators fa-
bricated on a GeSn-On-Insulator platform that combine 
strain engineering with a thick layer of high Sn content 
GeSn. As previously detailed in recent publication [1] the 
main assets of this specifi c laser technologies are, fi rst, 

to enable the removal of interfacial defect, second, to 
improve the optical confi nement in the gain region as 
compared to conventional approach based on as grown 
GeSn /Ge buff er stacks on silicon. Third, the strain trans-
fer from the insulator yields a higher directness of the 
band structure of the alloy and more robust gain then. 
Finally the whole structure is fabricated on an aluminum 
heat sink for improved thermal cooling of the gain media.
This achievement published in Optics Express[2] open the 
route to real fi eld application of CMOS-compatible Mid-in-
frared lasers. This work has been developed in a collabo-
ration between C2N-University-Paris-Saclay-CNRS and 
CEA in Grenoble (LETI and IRIG) with STMicroelectronics.
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Figure : a. Experimental measurement of the light intensity distribution emitted 
by the condensate (top panel). The bottom panel shows a scanning electron mi-
croscopy image of a 1D array of polariton microcavities manufactured at C2N 
to perform the experiments. b. Numerical calculation of the phase of a 1D po-
lariton condensate at various instants in time. The temporal evolution of the 
phase is analogous to the growth of an interface. c. Plotted in a system of 
well-chosen rescaled coordinates, the points measured experimentally and 
calculated numerically for the condensate fi rst order coherence (orange-co-
lored disks) align perfectly with the KPZ universal scaling curve (black curve).

Universality is a powerful concept in statistical physics 
that allows understanding critical phenomena and des-
cribing them eff ectively on the basis of a few funda-
mental ingredients. Systems as diff erent as crystalline 
surfaces, frost on a window or modern urban skylines 
under building constraints, can all be eff ectively des-
cribed as an interface of height h(r,t), whose dynamics 
is governed by the same non-linear stochastic equa-
tion, named Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation (KPZ), af-
ter the 3 physicists who fi rst introduced it in 1986 [1]. 
This very simple equation is extraordinarily rich. It pre-
dicts the development of spatio-temporal correlations 
in the interface height: the height observed at time t 
and position x depends on what was observed at t=0 
and x=0. Thus self-similar structures develop in time 
and space with universal critical exponents that only 
depend on the dimensionality of the interface. The 
beauty of frost emerge from these complex structures.
An international team of researchers has just demons-
trated experimentally that photonic systems also be-
long to the KPZ universality class, a result theoretically 
predicted in 2015 [2]. The know-how in nanotechnology 
at the Center for Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies 
(C2N) have enabled to sculpt lattices of optical microca-
vities in semiconductor materials (see Fig.a, bottom pa-
nel). Light trapped in these cavities couples to electronic 
excitations and forms hybrid light-matter quasi-particles 
called cavity polaritons. These polaritons can accumulate 
massively in the same quantum state and form a cohe-
rent collective state called out-of-equilibrium Bose-Eins-
tein condensate (see Fig.a, top panel). The wavefront of 
the condensate behaves in time and space as an inter-
face (see Fig.b), and obeys the famous KPZ equation [2]. 

The team of Jacqueline Bloch and Sylvain Ravets at C2N 
generated one-dimensional polariton condensates and 
probed, through optical interferometry experiments, 
the spatio-temporal coherence of their emission. Very 
spectacularly, Quentin Fontaine and Davide Squizzato, 
post-doctoral fellows at C2N and at Laboratory of Phy-
sics and Modeling of Condensed Matter (LPMMC) in Gre-
noble, were able to demonstrate that the experimen-
tally measured and numerically calculated datapoints 
align perfectly onto a universal scaling curve that cha-
racterizes the KPZ universality class in 1D (see Fig.c).
The numerical simulations carried out at the LPMMC in the 
team of Léonie Canet and Anna Minguzzi were able to re-
produce the experiments, and then enabled developing a 
deep understanding of this new system. Indeed, since the 
variable describing the interface is a phase, defi ned perio-
dically between 0 and 2π, the interface can wind on itself 
and form vortices. Such «topological» defects can poten-
tially destroy KPZ correlations. The international consor-
tium discovered that in the regime where the experiments 
operate, KPZ correlations are resilient to the appearance 
of vortices, because they appear and disappear in pairs 
of opposite vorticities, and their density is low enough.
This work opens a new avenue for the study of KPZ physics 
and the exploration of the rich phase diagram of out of 
equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensates. This very general 
physics applies to all out-of-equilibrium condensates, and 
may appear crucial for the optimization of extended so-
lid-state lasers. Finally, all the ingredients are now gathe-
red to probe experimentally, for the fi rst time, the KPZ 
correlations in a two-dimensional system. This challenge 
will be attempted very soon in two-dimensional pola-
riton condensates that are routinely realized at C2N.

Coherent light reveals 
universal behavior
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GHz electro-optical silicon-germanium modulator 
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Optical spectroscopy in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) range is 
an unambiguous way to detect environmental and toxic 
analytes. Therefore, mid-IR photonics has a great impor-
tance for many applications in sensing, imaging or even 
telecommunication. A challenging task is to make mid-
IR spectroscopy accessible in remote areas, driving the 
development of compact and cost-eff ective solutions. 
The development of mid-IR photonics circuits has thus 
witnessed a burst of research activity in the recent years.
In this context, researchers from C2N in collaboration 
with Politecnico Di Milano have experimentally demons-
trated high performance on-chip optoelectronics devices.
First, optical modulator based on free carrier plasma 
dispersion eff ect in graded SiGe waveguide embed-

ding a Schottky diode have been developed. The main 
challenges for high-speed operation have been tackled, 
allowing to demonstrate 1 GHz operation in an inte-
grated device operating from 5 to 9 µm wavelength [1].
Then a waveguide-integrated photodetector has been 
demonstrated for the fi rst time in a similar wavelen-
gth range [2]. A responsivity reaching up to 0.1 mA/W 
has been obtained at room temperature, which opens 
strong perspectives for the development of com-
pact and effi  cient spectroscopic systems exploiting 
synchronous detection or for on-chip monitoring.

Integrated optoelectronics devices 
operating in the long wave infra red 
wavelength

Figure : left : schematic view of an integrated modulator (inset : optical micros-
cope view of the fabricated device), right : characterization of the modulator : ex-
tinction ratio as a function of the applied voltage for diff erent input wavelengths

Integrated optics, mid-IR, optical modulator, 
Silicon photonics
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Figure : Integrated systems for laser beam control. (left) The developed nano-
photonic antenna achieves a beam width beyond the diff raction limit through 
subwavelength grating nanostructures. (right) A quadratic metalens is de-
monstrated to symultaneously achieve an aribtrarily wide fi eld of view and 
a broadband achromatic behavior over a bandwidth of more than 140 nm.
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Free-space laser beams are of core importance in many  
fast-growing technologies, including optical communi-
cations, 3D imaging and mapping, interconnects, and 
augmented reality. However, state-of-the-art solutions 
that allow to generate and control such beams  typi-
cally comprise mechanical assemblies, moving parts 
and bulk optic components. In this scenario, the use 
of photonics integration to realize and combine on-
chip  micron-scale optical components not only off ers 
huge potentialities for the development of compact 
and lightweight systems but opens the door to unique 
new functionalities enabled by nanotechnologies.

Here we exploit silicon nanostructuration to demons-
trate two key building blocks of integrated photonic 
system for laser beam control. In the fi rst work, in col-
laboration with National Research Council Canada and 
Carleton University (Canada), we exploit metamaterials 
to demonstrate a fundamentally new concept of a na-
nophotonic antenna where the far fi eld beam is wide-
ned beyond the diff raction limit, a crucial aspect when 
multiple integrated antennas are integrated in large 

arrays. We use transversally interleaved subwavelength 
grating nanostructures to control the near fi eld phase 
and a Bragg refl ector is used at the end of the antenna 
to increase both the effi  ciency and the far fi eld beam 
width. The antenna has a compact footprint of 3.1 μm × 
1.75 μm and a broad  far fi eld beam width of 52° x 62°.

In the second work, partially supported by the ERC pro-
ject «BEAMS» and by the RENATECH network, we exploit 
a fl at metasurface to realize an integrated lens with a 
quadratic phase profi le. This type of metalenses pro-
vide a point spread function that remains undistorted 
upon tilted illumination and can achieve a full 180° fi eld 
of view. In addition, we show that the metalens has also 
an aromatic behavior over a bandwidth of more tha 140 
nm. The combination of such metalens with arrays of 
nanophotonic antennas could enable the fabrication of 
high-performance integrated photonic system for the 
control of free-space laser beams, with promising appli-
cations in multispectral lidars and free-space optical com-
munications based on wavelength division multiplexing.

Toward integrated photonic systems 
for laser beam control
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Detection of Strong Light–Matter Interaction in a 
Single Nanocavity with a Thermal Transducer
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Gillibert, V. Giliberti, M. Jeannin, J-M Manceau, L. Li, 
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ACS Nano 2022, 16, 12, 20141–20150
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.2c04452

When it comes to optical characterization of single ob-
jects in the mid-IR spectral range, optical setups and de-
tectors traditionally lack the necessary signal-to-noise 
ratio. Far field measurements (such as FTIR spectrosco-
py) require a relatively big number of optical elements, 
while near field techniques (such as SNOM microscopy) 
yield sometimes noisy results. Clean, unambiguous spec-
tra – especially when studying cavity resonators, where 
the fields are buried inside the optically active material 
– are a challenge when dealing with isolated structures.
In this work, achieved through a joint effort between C2N 
and La Sapienza University of Rome, in collaboration with 
Rice University (USA) and University Leeds (UK), a new 
near-field approach to optically characterize concealed 
metal-insulator-metal structures at the single-resonator 
level has been introduced. The principle relies on the in-
sertion of a thin layer of polyethylene, that has a large 
transparency window in the mid-IR spectral region, inside 
a metal-insulator-metal cavity resonator hosting a semi-
conductor quantum well in its core. Such quantum well 
exhibits an intersubband transition at around =8 μm.     
When light from a laser source is focused on the sample 
it can be absorbed by the system, due to ohmic dissipa-
tion in the metal structures and electronic transitions in 

the quantum well. The dissipated power is locally trans-
formed into heat at selected frequencies. Such heat 
diffuses into the polymer that – in turn - thermally ex-
pands. The entire structure thus swells along the vertical 
direction, and an AFM tip detects the change, and the-
refore the resonance which is at its origin. The polymer 
inside the resonator behaves as a thermal transducer.

Such technique has been applied to a particularly challen-
ging case: an intersubband transition strongly coupled to 
the photonic cavity mode of a single resonator. In the 
strong light-matter coupling regime new states appear, 
called intersubband polaritons in this case, that in gene-
ral are studied on arrays of hundreds of resonators. The 
developed innovative approach has allowed the typical 
anticrossing characteristic of the polaritonic dispersion 
to be identified in the cavity loss spectra at the single 
nanoresonator level instead. Researchers also showed 
that it is possible to map the fields buried inside the 
cavity resonator, that are otherwise inaccessible. This 
technique might be even more appealing in the THz 
region, where detectors suffer even poorer efficiency 
and studying optical properties on isolated structures is 
even more challenging. Various Various Various tumor-

Researchers   at  C2N,  in  collaboration  with  University  of  Rome ( Italy),  Istituto  Italiano  di  Technologia  (Italy), 
Rice University (USA) and University Leeds (UK), have demonstrated an original nanospectroscopy tech-
nique that permits the study of the light−matter interaction in single subwavelength-sized nanocavities

Strong light-matter coupling observed 
with a nanoscale thermal transducer in 
a single nano-cavity

Figure 1 – Left : Sketch of the T2NanoIR experimental and illumination sche-
me on a single nanocavity. Laser light impinging on the system is absorbed by 
the active region inside the patch cavity. Dissipation leads to thermal nano-ex-
pansion of the polyethilene layer that is inserted in the cavity. Such expan-
sion is detected with a judiciously configured atomc force microscope (AFM).
Right : T2Nano-IR spectra of single nanocavities, in the case of an un-
doped (black curve) and doped (red curve) active region. The former reveals 
the bare cavity resonance, the latter reveals the two polariton branches.
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Pascale Senellart, Research Director at C2N, newly elected member 
of the French Academy of Sciences, intersection of science appli-
cations.  She was awarded the CNRS silver medal in 2014.

AWARDS

Frédéric Pierre,  
CNRS Silver Medalist 2022

It is at the mesoscopic scale - intermediate 
between classical and quantum physics - that 
the first quantum behaviours of matter appear 
(ferromagnetism, superconductivity, etc.). It 
is this regime that Frédéric Pierre is exploring, 
and in particular the foundations of mesosco-
pic quantum transport. While perfectly maste-
ring the fundamental concepts, he designs and 
manufactures novel electronic circuits at the 
nanometre scale that are state-of-the-art for 
very low temperature measurements of current 
fluctuations. 

Some of these circuits are similar to quantum simulators or allow the exploration of the quantum laws of electricity, 
the understanding of which is fundamental for the engineering of nano devices.

Rémy BRAIVE, 2022 laureat of the Fabry – de 
Gramont Prize for his work around optomecha-
nics with photonic crystals, in particular the 
use of mechanical modes for the generation 
of signals with high spectral purity and the de-
tection of weak signals assisted by noise from 
phase.
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ERC Advanced Grants 2022, Laurent Vivien, 
Laureate for the CRYPTONIT project

The project will focus on the demonstration of ad-
vanced nonlinear and optoelectronic devices on 
Si, operating in the near-infrared for the develop-
ment of highly-efficient and broadband photonic 
integrated circuits and it will open new horizons 
for research and applications in communications, 
sensing, and quantum photonics.

ERC Advanced Grants 2022 , Delphine Mar-
ris-Morini, Laureate for the ELECTROPHOT 
project

In the ELECTROPHOT project, in collaboration 
with Politecnico Di Milano, we aim at addressing 
new routes for high resolution spectroscopic sys-
tems based on dual-comb spectroscopy by deve-
loping innovative frequency comb sources. The 
C2N technological facility will be heavily involved 
in the project (Renatech network).

ERC Advanced Grants 2021
Jacqueline Bloch, laureate for the project ANA-
POLIS 
ANAPOLIS is an interdisciplinary project aiming at 
using polariton arrays to explore three major pro-
blems of modern physics: the physics of non-equi-
librium interfaces and their universal scaling laws, 
topology in the non-linear regime and quantum 
magnetism
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ERC Consolidator Grants 2022  
Konstantinos Pantzas, Laureate for the PAN-
DORA project

The PANDORA project aims to converge two re-
search fields with numerous applications: non-li-
near optics and integrated photonics. This conver-
gence would open up new applications, whether 
it be producing low-power optoelectronic chips, 
new components for quantum computing or 
quantum cryptography.

ERC Consolidator Grants 2022  
Carlos Alonso-Ramos, Laureate for the SPRING 
project

Coherent conversion between microwave and op-
tical photons is a promising solution for transfer-
ring quantum states between remote quantum 
processors, enabling the development of large-
scale quantum networks. The SPRING project will 
demonstrate quantum state transfer between su-
perconducting qubits, monolithically integrated 
in a silicon chip, opening a new avenue for applica-
tions in communications, sensing and computing.

ERC Consolidator Grants 2022  
Daniel Lanzilloti Kimura, Laureate for the 
T-RECS project

Acoustic phonons are generally considered a ma-
jor source of unwanted effects in electronics, op-
toelectronics and quantum technologies based 
on solid-state platforms. The T-Recs project pro-
poses a series of tunable nanodevices where 
acoustic phonons are a central resource to unveil 
frequency conversion phenomena, transfer infor-
mation and simulate complex systems that cannot 
be studied with optical or electronic platforms.
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ERC Starting Grant 2021
Daniele Melati, laureate for his project BEAMS

The use of laser beams is the key element of many 
next-generation technologies that are currently un-
der development and that are receiving an exploding 
interest, such as high-speed optical communications 
between moving vehicles, sensing for autonomous 
car driving, or medical imaging. The widespread ap-
plicability of these technologies is however severely 
constraint by the systems that are necessary to gene-
rate, control, and detect laser beams and that today 
are realized with big and power hungry devices based 
on classical optical and mechanical elements (e.g., 
lenses, mirrors, and motors).

BEAMS (Multilayer photonic integration platform 
for free space optics) is a multidisciplinary project 
that aims at overcoming these limitations by ex-
ploiting silicon photonics.

David González Andrade, Marie Curie Postdoctoral 
Fellow at C2N for the SUNRISE project

Light technologies have revolutionized society by 
providing access to information, promoting sustai-
nable development, and increasing societal health 
and well-being. High-performance photonic inte-
grated circuits could enable a new revolution, under-
pinning the widespread deployment of light-enabled 
applications in sensing, 5G-6G communications, light 
detection and ranging, metrology and quantum. Si-
licon photonics holds the promise for large-scale, 
low-cost production of high-performance optoe-
lectronic circuits leveraging existing complemen-
tary-metal-oxide semiconductor manufacturing 
infrastructure. However, addressing the needs of 
these emerging applications requires developing key 
building blocks that are not feasible in state-of-the-
art silicon photonics technology.

SUNRISE (Silicon brillouin-assisted optoelectronic oscilla-
tor based on subwavelength membranes) is a multidiscipli-
nary project that aims to overcome these constraints by 
exploiting Brillouin light-sound interactions.

Francesco Manegatti, Grand Prix I-PhD - Innova-
tion Award for his project NCODIN developed 
at C2N

The explosion of data exchanges linked to the 
Internet and the rapid evolution of sophisticated 
architectures to solve complex computing pro-
blems (High Performance Computing, Artificial 
Intelligence/Deep Learning) requires the deve-
lopment of technologies that allow ever higher 
transmission rates and computing power while 
maintaining energy consumption compatible with 
sustainable development.

The NCODIN project aims to create nanophoto-
nic solutions for the exchange and processing 
of data within integrated circuits. 
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Fabrice Raineri, nominated for the Jean 
Jerphagnon 2022 Prize awarded at the 
Société Française d’Optique Congress

Naïmul Hassan, laureate of the Chateaubriand 
scholarship

Naimul Hassan is a fi fth year PhD student in Elec-
trical Engineering at the Erik Jonsson School of 
Engineering & Computer Science at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Dallas (UTDallas). His research at 
UTDallas focuses on studying the physical proper-
ties of emerging nanoscale devices and designing 
circuits and systems for their applications in neu-
romorphic computing and non-volatile memory.
Naimul has been awarded the presti-
gious Chateaubriand Fellowship by the 
French Embassy in the United States. 

The purpose of this fellowship is to conduct collaborative research between the NeuroSpinCompute lab at UT-
Dallas led by Dr. Joseph S. Friedman (Naimul’s PhD supervisor) and the INTEGNANO research group at the 
Centre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (C2N) led by Dr. Damien Querlioz (Naimul’s French supervisor).
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EVENTS

C2N’s global vision for semiconductors was presented by Laurent Vivien, Research Director, Head 
of the Photonics Department, Deputy Director of the Unit, with a focus on photonics and electro-
nics activities to meet the major challenges of communications, detection and quantum technology.

C2N WELCOMED THE SECOND MEETING OF THE EU-US 
TRADE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL (TCC)

The delegation, led by Giancarlo Faini, Director of C2N included European Commission Execu-
tive Vice Presidents Margrethe Vestager and Valdis Dombrovskis, the US State Department Un-
der Secretary for Economic Growth, Energy and the Environment, Jose W. Fernandez, Direc-
tor General of the CNRS, Antoine Petit, President of the University of Paris Saclay, Sylvie Retailleau

The EU-US Trade and Technology Council (TCC) meeting took place on 16 May in Paris-Saclay.
Launched in June 2021, the TCC serves as a forum for discussion between the United States and 
the EuropeaUnion, with the aim of coordinating trade, economic and technological issues. France 
hosted this second meeting under the French Presidency of the Council of the European Union
C2N has been identified as one of the French research laboratories of excellence, po-
sitioned in the European Research Area and showing a strong entrepreneurial spirit.
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Presentation by Valerian Giesz of 
the quantum computer built by the 
start-up Quandela (hosted at C2N 
since 2017) and using the unique 
single-photon source technology deve-
loped for years by several C2N teams.

Presentation of the startup ION-X 
around the new generation thrus-
ter technology developed at C2N by 
Jacques Gierack that will respond to the 
challenges of the NewSpace industry..

Partnership and technology transfer

During this visit, the activities of two start-ups resulting from research work carried out at C2N were also presented

HIGHLIGHTS 2022 - CENTRE DE NANOSCIENCES ET DE NANOTECHNOLOGIES - C2N

Presentation of the micro energy sources that will power the next generation of lead-free pacemakers developed 
at C2N by Elie Lefeuvre's team (MicroSystems and NanoBiofluidics Department) in partnership with the company 
Cairdac.
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For the second year in a row, C2N welcomed the participants of the Women 
in Business BEcome a Leader programme of excellence designed by the Uni-
versité Paris-Saclay with the support of the Women Initiative Foundation 
Great moments of exchange with our researchers and engineers.

SECOND WOMEN IN BUSINESS BECOME A LEADER PROGRAMME

september 2022

VISIT FROM THE MANAGEMENT OF AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

Visit from the management of Airbus Defence and Space (Florence Dufrasnes, VP Head of Technical Strategy, R&D, 
Innovation & IP Space Systems, Airbus Defence & Space and her team), C2N's long-standing partner in the develop-
ment of intense and fast ion sources for micro-space propulsion. These high-quality exchanges mark a new stage 
in the collaboration on the design of a new generation of miniature Space Propulsion Systems with higher power.

October 2022
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KICK-OFF OF THE PARIS-SACLAY INTEGRATED MATERIALS INSTITUTE 
The Paris-Saclay Integrated Materials Institute (2IM) was inaugurated at CentraleSupelec on May 2nd, 2022 with 
an afternoon of presentations detailing the Institute’s missions, structure, and topical axes. These cover Compu-
tational Materials Science, Materials Synthesis and Processing, State-of-the-Art Characterization Tools, and the 
Materials Life Cycle. The Integrated Materials Institute comes in aid to Paris-Saclay students, teachers, and resear-
chers to integrate these topics and aspects in their research, training, and innovation projects. The two 2IM direc-
tion members and two managers of 2IM themes /axes illustrate the stakes held by C2N, and the investment of 
C2N in the Integrated Materials Institute. The inaugural event attracted some 75 attendees from all 40 laborato-
ries participating in the Institute, and from all Paris-Saclay establishments, components, and partner organisations.
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June 2022

VISIT OF THE QUEBEC QUANTUM DELEGATION AS PART OF A 
STRATEGIC  MISSION TO THE NETHERLANDS AND FRANCE

C2N received a visit from the Déléga-
tion Québec Quantique as part of their 
strategic mission in France. The purpose 
of the visit to France was to establish 
research and innovation collaborations 
with European scientists developing ac-
tivities in the quantum sector. In January 
2021, the French Presidency announced 
the national strategy on quantum 
technologies at C2N, thus confirming 
the positioning of our laboratory as 
one of the major players in the field.

FIRST LIVE SCIENTIFIC STREAM FROM A CLEAN ROOM

ARTE’s Scope programme (in partnership with the 
CNRS) was live from C2N and broadcast on Twitch. 
We are honoured to have shared this live broadcast with 
Alain Aspect, laureat of the 2022 Nobel Prize in Phy-
sics, and also delighted to have opened the doors of our 
clean room exclusively for this high-quality scientific stream. 
An exciting immersion into the heart of quantum physics.
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December 2022
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C2N, represented by Giancarlo Faini, Director of the Unit, and Cynthia Vallerand, Secretary General, ac-
companied by Benoît Bélier, Technical Director of the Platform for Innovation in Micro and Nanotechno-
logies (PIMENT), attended the inauguration of the QUBIC Observatory in Argentina. This project is sup-
ported by an international collaboration of 19 laboratories in France, Italy, Ireland, UK, USA and Argentina.
Among them, C2N has been a long-standing partner of the APC and the IJCLab since 2004. The detector arrays that 
equip the QUBIC telescope are the result of 18 years of research and technological development in the C2N facility.

October 2022

INAUGURATION OF THE QUBIC TELESCOPE

November  2022

C2N ORGANISED THE 13TH (AND LAST) COLLOQUIUM OF THE GDR IQFA 

The conference covered the latest developments in quantum en-
gineering, structured according to the key themes of the IQFA:
Fundamental Quantum Aspects,, Quantum communica-
tion and cryptography, Quantum Detection and Metrolo-
gy, Quantum Simulation Quantum processing, algorithms 
and computing, Cross-disciplinary engineering and methods
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QUBIC bolometric detector array (256 NbSi ther-
mometers suspended on individual silicon nitride 
grids) realized in the C2N technology center
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This 2-day scientifi c workshop covered a wide range of topics in photonics and aimed to establi-
sh an international synergy around C2N, which hosts one of the largest European research de-
partments in photonics, and to bring together the most prominent researchers in the fi eld.

March 2022

During the conference, we were 
delighted to welcome Alain As-
pect, Nobel Prize in Physics 2022

MICRO AND NANOPHOTONICS DAYS

September 2022

The event also aimed to promote 
knowledge transfer between the diff e-
rent branches of photonics. It was de-
signed to provide an international forum 
where leading researchers from around 
the world presented and discussed their 
latest results and future challenges.

The C2N colloquia were back ! Great fi rst C2N collo-
quium by Jacqueline Bloch (CNRS Senior researcher at C2N, 
CNRS Silver Medal 2017, Academie des Sciences Member 
2020) "Quantum fl uids of light in semiconductor lattices"

THE C2N COLLOQUIA WERE BACK 
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THE C2N TECHNOLOGICAL FACILITIES

The C2N Technological Facilities are hosted in a clean room of 2 900 sqm, dedicated to micro and 
nanofabrication processes, epitaxy and characterization of materials. Some areas are also devoted 
to education and continuous training in micro-nanotechnologies, and 250sqm are dedicated to start-
up or SME activities. More than 50 M€ are invested in state-of-the-art equipments for micro-
nanotechnologies and 40 engineers and technicians work in 3 platforms : PIMENT, POEM and PANAM.

The C2N cleanroom is an essential tool for research 
carried out in the laboratory. It is also part of the 
French  network (RENATECH) coordinated by the CNRS   
to support research and innovation in the field of 
micro-nanotechnologies at the national level. Today, 
more than two hundred academic and industrial 
projects are supported by our facilities. Among 
these projects, 25% are from external laboratories. 

To access our facilities 

- To send a request via the RENATECH website  
(https://projets.renatech.org)

- Contact directly the Technological Facility staff by 
e-mail : renatech@c2n.upsaclay.fr
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Micro and Nano-Technologies Innovation Platform - PIMENT
The Platform PIMENT has more than 150 pieces of equipment for the development, shaping and characterisation 
of materials, the manufacture and assembly of components. It meets the to the needs of micro and nano manu-
facturing of the unit’s study objects and, more broadly to the demand of the scientifi c and industrial community.

Expertises 
- Optical and alternative lithography lithography, nanolithography
- Metal deposition, dielectric deposition and heat treatments
- Dry and chemical etching, Electrochemistry
- Characterisation by scanning electron microscopy microscopy and physico-chemical physico-chemical
- Back-end

One of the key features 
Latest generation electronic masker 
Raith Ebpg 5200

Main features 
100 kV acceleration voltage (FET source)
1mm x 1mm writing fi eld
Lithography on a full 200mm wafer
Ultimate resolution of 10nm or less
125 MHz write speed
Writing on non-planar samples with height variations 
of up to 10mm
BEAMER third-party software :
Fracturing and proximity eff ect correction
Simulation of spatial impulse response (psf) of the 
ebeam

Key fi gures 
Number of users : 26
Utilization rate : 70% and 2000 hours per year (3950 
including maintenance)
Number of training courses per year : 8
Number of projects per year : 42

Figure 1: (a) Photograph of the Raith EBPG5200 masker installed in an ISO4 clean room, (b) Holder for 100mm to 200mm wafers, (c) Holder for 
samples from a few mm² to 3» wafer.

Figure 2: BEAMER software 
(Genisys GmBh) for fractu-
ring and proximity eff ect cor-
rection (PEC): example of a 
Fresnel lens implementation
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THE C2N TECHNOLOGICAL FACILITIES
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Material Growth Facilities  - POEM
The Material Growth Facilities develop advanced materials for the scientific and industrial community such as crys-
talline thin films or semiconductor nanostructures IV and III-V, two-dimensional (2D) materials and functional oxides.

Expertises 
- Thin and crystalline materials, 2D, functional and hybridization 
- Epitaxy (MBE, MOCVD, CVD, PLD, UHV-CBE) 
- Heterostructures and nanostructures of III-V on GaAs, InP, GaP and IV elements on Si 
- Nanowires III-V, GaN, SiGe 
- Integration of III-V materials on silicon 
- Thin magnetic films and functionalized oxides 
- Two-dimensional materials (graphene, TMDs, hBN, etc.) 
 - Topological materials
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Legend : Epitaxial growth of GaAlAs two-dimensio-
nal electron gases used for electronic transport such 

as the realisation of Zehnder devices

Epitaxial growth of III-V heterostructures 
for quantum photonics, phononics and 
opto-mechanics

Kardar–Parisi–Zhang universality in a one-dimensional 
polariton condensate
Fontaine, Q., Squizzato, D., Baboux, F. et al., 

Nature, Vol. 608, 687-691 (2022
DOI : 10.1038/s41586-022-05001-8

Transmitting the quantum state of electrons across a 
metallic island with Coulomb interaction
H. Duprez, E. Sivre, A. Anthore, A. Aassime, A. Cavanna, 
U. Gennser, F. Pierre

Science, Vol 366, Issue 6470
DOI : 10.1126/science.aaw785
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Material ANAlysis Platform - PANAM 

The members of the platform have an exstensive expertise in structural, optical and chemical mate-
rial analysis down to the atomic scale.

Expertises 
- Analysis of thin fi lm and nanostructures of semiconductors, 2D materials, oxides
- Study of growth modes, strain, plastic and elastic relaxation channels
- Structural/chemical analysis of surfaces and interfaces
- Surface magnetic, electrical and optical properties
- Opto-electronic properties of semiconductors at both nanometer and picosecond scales
(band structure, carrier dynamics, crystal phases, defects)
- Imaging of optical modes

X-rays diff raction and refl ectometry
GaN 10-10 pole fi gure: crystallographic orientantion of GaN nanowires on 
Si(001)

Transmission Electron Microscopy
STEM-HAADF image of partial dislocations and twinning

in a MBE-grown InP layer on SrTiO3 substrate

Atomic Force Microscopy

Epitaxial graphene layer formed by SiC substrate sublimation

Cathodoluminescence (CW and pulsed modes)
(a) GaAs:Be NanoWires (NWs) SEM image.

(b) Normalised integrated CL intensity map.
(c) Hole concentration map extracted from CL map.

Phys. Rev. Applied, 15, 024007 (2021)
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Single & localisez graphene domain  
Focused ion beam irradiation

contact : Jacques Gierak
jacques.gierak@c2n.upsaclay.fr

FIG. 1. (a) Optical microcopy image of the patterned structures after CVD growth 
of graphene. (b) Constant current STM topographic image (500nm x 500nm) 
obtained on a high dose FIB irradiation (106 ions/pixel) of the Cu(100). The Z co-
lored scale varying from 0 to 20 nm is found to be identical to initial bare copper 
surface. (c) Higher resolution STM image (5nm x 5nm) performed on the same 
zone showing atomically resolved STM image of the surface graphene layer and 
its Fourier pattern in the inset. On this image the Z colored scale is varying from 0 
to 130pm. The recorded shape of the individual carbon atoms is attributed to the 
anisotropic electronic structure of the tip apex atoms.

Selective growth of graphene fi lms on gallium-focused 
ion beam irradiated domains Editor’s Pick
Jacques Gierak, Gilles Raynaud, Caroline Guiziou, 
Jean René Coudevylle, Ali Madouri, Lars Bruchhaus, 
Achim Nadzeyka, Björn Whittman, Ralf Jede, Chris-
tophe David, Jean Christophe Girard

Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology B 40, 
052602 (2022)
DOI : https://doi.org/10.1116/6.0002104

Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms tightly bound in 
a hexagonal honeycomb lattice to form a two-dimensio-
nal lattice, is a very interesting material with promising 
electronic, optical, chemical, and mechanical applicative 
potential [Geim and Novoselov, Nat. Mater. 6, 183 (2007)]. 
The properties of graphene make it suitable for a wide 
range of applications; however, its applicative future still 
depends on large scale technologies capable to robustly 
and reproducibly transfer its outstanding intrinsic pro-
perties into devices or complex structures. It must be re-
cognized that a crucial technological problem, that still in-
hibits the applicability of high quality graphene material 
properties, is related to the patterning of this material 
using traditional top down instruments and lithographi-
cal methods. In this work, we will detail our investiga-
tions on applying a precise 30 keV Ga+ ion irradiation to 
selectively shape and modify a copper precursor surface 
for promoting the local growth of graphene surface do-
mains. The morphology of these domains is investigated 
using scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy 
to probe simultaneously the structural and the electro-
nic properties at the atomic scale of the graphene fi lms.
In this work we have demonstrated that single graphene 
domains can be fabricated, localized and organized di-
rectly via a specifi c Ga+ FIB patterning process. We have 
demonstrated that high FIB irradiation doses (106 ions/
pixel) can resist the rearrangement process that occurs 
during the high temperature CVD preparation process, a 
temperature required in our experimental growth cham-

ber to achieve high quality graphene fi lms. The copper 
substrate annealing and copper native oxide removal 
performed around 1060°C induce a signifi cant rearran-
gement of the copper precursor surface. Below the 105 
ions/pixel threshold, the thin (around ten nm thick) FIB 
modifi ed surface are erased by the annealing process. 
The line spacing, orientation or zigzag irradiation were 
found to provide identical results in the form of high qua-
lity localized 2D graphene fi lms having sizes in coherence 
with the FIB irradiation pattern dimensions. The proce-
dure we have presented relying on specifi c FIB irradiation 
can be carried as a batch process and hundreds of de-
vices could be fabricated within a single patterning run. 
Finally the investigated separation distances between 
two adjacent scanned lines ranging from 50 to 300nm 
representing a factor around 10 to 75 with respect to 
the calculated lateral projected ranges of 35 keV gallium 
ions (40nm), suggest that the sputtered and redeposited 
copper atoms (sputtering yield around 10) during the FIB 
irradiation process plays a central role in our approach. 
This FIB assisted bottom-up growth technique we 
have presented would represent a major step towar-
ds a better control in the fabrication of structu-
rally well-defi ned and well positioned 2D graphe-
ne fl akes. Further work aiming at investigating the 
lower threshold ion dose required to initiate the 
growth of graphene is currently under investigation. 

Selective Growth of graphene fi lms on 
gallium-focused ion beam irradiated 
domains

INSTRUMENTATION AND ION SOURCES 
PLATFORM, POEM, PANAM, PIMENT
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